The Birth of Isaac

Three mysterious visitors came to see Abraham.

Abraham welcomed the visitors.

Sarah prepared a good meal for the guests.

Abraham had water brought for their animals and so they could wash their feet.

The mysterious visitors ate their meal.

When the meal was over, they gave Abraham some news.

Sarah laughed!

How could she have a baby at her age?

The next year, Abraham and Sarah had a baby. They named him Isaac.

God kept the promise.

---

**FAMILY DEVOTION**

Call one or more of your grandparents and ask about the birth of your parents. Did you learn something you've never known before?

Write down what you learned and put the sheet in a safe place to read again at a later date.

---

**BIBLE PASSAGE: GENESIS 21:1-7**
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Baby Isaac – Coloring Page (Preschool)

Color the page, one step at a time.

1. Color the baby blanket.
2. Find the sun. Color it yellow.
3. Find Sarah, Isaac's mom. Color her.
5. Find the grass and color it green.
6. Color anything else on the page.
What Doesn't Belong? – Puzzle (Younger Elementary)

Circle the items that don't belong. Color the picture.

1. Baseball cap on Abraham
2. Sneakers on Sarah
3. Airplane in sky
4. Necktie on baby
5. Sunglasses on sun
6. Dog sitting on tree
7. Wristwatch on Abraham
8. One sock on Abe's foot
9. Small car in background
10. Cheeseburger on ground.
Coded Message – Puzzle (Older Elementary)

Write all the letters of the alphabet in the first row. Then, solve the coded message below where A = P, B = O, and so forth.

```
P O N M L K J I H G F E D C B A Z Y X W V U T S R Q
```

P - O - Y - P - I - P - D,

X - P - Y - P - I,

P - C - M,

H - X - P - P - N
Make a Baby Isaac Doll – Craft

Color Baby Isaac. Then, cut out around the dotted line. Follow the directions found on 4e to finish your doll.
Make a Baby Isaac Doll – Craft

Cut around the dotted line. Then, use a glue stick to spread glue on the shaded area. Place the baby picture cutout from 4d on the shaded area. Stuff your doll with cotton balls. Finish gluing the doll together.
I can't wait to go to the movies after church! Thanks for going with me.

Hey Ethan! I just got the Defenders of StarBase Omega video game!

God's promises are always kept... always!

Hey Emma, I'll take you to the movies next weekend. I'm gonna play a video game with Kenji today.

Promise?

What?! But I really wanted to go!

What's going on?

Ethan said he was going to take me to the movies, but now he's gonna play with you today!

Dude! That's like a promise! You have to keep your promises! Besides, we can always defend StarBase Omega tomorrow.

My mom said you can come to my house after church and play it with me.

Yeah, sounds great, Nicolas!